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COHERENT PRODUCTIONOF COMPOUND NUCLEAR RESONANCESBY COLD NEUTRONSK. DietrihPhysis Department of the Tehnishe Universität MünhenD�85747 Garhing, Germany(Reeived September 30, 2002)Dediated to Adam Sobizewski in honour of his 70th birthdayWe onsider the apture of a old neutron (kineti energy < 0; 1 meV)by a rystal in the ase that, at �rst, by the emission of a phonon, theneutron is absorbed by one of the lattie nulei forming a ompound nu-lear resonane. Subsequently, the resonane deays by the emission ofa photon. The energy of the ompound nulear resonane must be verylose to the neutron threshold, i.e. within the range of phonon energies(. 100 meV), thus implying that the absorbing nulei must be heavy a-tinides. We disuss the dependene of the apture proess on the initialoupation pattern of phonons and, in partiular, a mehanism of enhan-ing the absorption proess.PACS numbers: 25.40.Fq 1. IntrodutionCold neutrons with a kineti energy E below 10�1 meV (10�3 meV)have a de Broglie wavelength � larger than 10 Å (95 Å). Whenever theneutron-wavelength is muh larger than the interatomi distane in a rystal,neutrons whih are sattered from nulei of the same speies, but at di�erentsites of the rystal, interfere oherently. In partiular, inelasti sattering oflow energy neutrons whih is orrelated with the absorption or emission ofphonons, plays a very important role for the study of the phonon spetrumof solids and liquids.The theory of this proess has been elegantly formulated by van Hove [?℄and Glauber [?℄ in terms of spae-time orrelation funtions using Bornapproximation in onnetion with Fermi's quasi-potential [?℄. Whereas ahuge amount of work has ever sine been dediated to the oherent sattering(1761)



1762 K. Dietrihof slow neutrons in solids, the oherent absorption of neutrons by the nuleiof the solid has reeived less attention, although Lamb [?℄, in an early andimportant theoretial paper, had drawn attention to this proess.In this note we reinvestigate this problem in the spei� ase of theabsorption of old neutrons by a rystal onsisting entirely or partly of heavyatinide nulei (N; Z) with N neutrons and Z protons.If a neutron is absorbed by suh a nuleus, the ompound nulear reso-nanes of the (N + 1; Z) system at exitation energies lose to the neutronthreshold Eth(� (5�8) MeV) have an average spaing hDi of (10�15) eV andan average width h� i � (10 to 30) meV. Let us assume that there is atleast one suh ompound nulear resonane at an energy Eth ��E� where�E� > 0 is within the energy range of aousti (. 30 meV) or of optialphonons (. 100 meV). In this ase, a old neutron of momentum ~pn maybe absorbed forming this ompound state by emission of a phonon of wavenumber ~q0 and of energy Eph = ~!ph(~q0).As the wavelength � = hpn of the inident neutron is supposed to be muhlarger than the distane between neighbouring (N;Z)-nulei of the lattie,the ompound nuleus (N +1; Z)� may be anywhere in the rystal. In otherwords, the absorption of the neutron produes an exited state of the rystalwhere one target nuleus (N;Z) at any position ~R� of the lattie is replaedby the ompound nuleus (N + 1; Z)�. The formation amplitudes arry thephase ei~kn ~R�=~ (see Eq. (45)).The ompound nulear resonane deays in turn either by -emission orby �ssion. It depends on the atinide nulei in the rystal whether the �ssionhannel is open or not. Usually, the �ssion hannel is losed for even N andit may be open for odd N .In any ase, the physially interesting aspet is that the deay of theompound nulei of the lattie our oherently whenever they were produedby emission of a well-de�ned phonon. In what follows, we shall onsider thease that the ompound nulei an only deay by emission of photons.We present the theory in paragraph 2 and a disussion of the results andof open questions in paragraph 3.2. TheoryThe �rst question is: What is the Hamiltonian of the system �neutronplus rystal�? Let us denote the equilibrium positions of the lattie by ~R0�and let us assume, for the sake of formal simpliity, that the lattie ontainsonly one type of nulei with N neutrons and Z protons (A := N + Z).Let us denote the vetors de�ning the entre of mass of the �-th atom by~R� with the understanding that ~R� deviates from the equilibrium position~R0� only slightly, i.e. by muh less than the average distane �a� between



Coherent Prodution of Compound Nulear : : : 1763neighbouring lattie sites j~R� � ~R0�j � a : (1)Eah onstituent nuleus of the rystal is supposed to onsist of N neutronsand Z protons. The Z eletrons of the lattie atoms will be left away beausetheir interation with the inoming neutron is small and their interationswith the radiation �eld plays no role in the proess we onsider. The numberof rystal atoms is denoted by N . For the sake of formal larity, we treat theinoming neutron as distinguishable from the neutrons in the lattie nulei.Furthermore, we treat nuleons whih are loalized in di�erent nulei of thelattie as distinguishable. Both these assumptions an be easily avoided,but they larify the struture of the Hamiltonian.Let us denote the position vetor of the i-th nuleon in the �-th nuleusby ~x i�, its spin and isospin variables by �i� and �i�, and the relative positionvetor with respet to the mass entre ~R� of the �-th nuleus by~x i0� = ~x i� � ~R� : (2)Latin supersripts (i; j; k : : : ) go from 1 toA and Greek subsripts (�; �;  : : : )from 1 to N if not noted otherwise. The relative position vetors ~x i0� haveto satisfy the relations AXi=1 ~x i0� = 0 (3)due to the de�nition of ~R�. For the sake of simpliity, we shall neglet theonstraints (3), i.e. we shall treat the relative position vetors ~x i0� as indepen-dent variables. The Hamiltonian Ĥ whih desribes the rystal onsistingof N nulei (N;Z), the additional neutron with position vetor ~x and spinvariable �, and the radiation �eld ~̂A ating on the protons, an be writtenin the form Ĥ = NX�=1fĤ� + Û�g+ ~̂pn 22M +Hlatt(~R1 : : : ~RN ) ; (4)where Û�(~x� ~R�) is the sum of 2-body interations between the additionalneutron and the nuleons of the �-th nuleusÛ�(~x� ~R�) := AXi=1 v(~x� ~x i�; �; �i�; �i�) = AXi=1 v(~x� ~x i0� � ~R�; �; �i�; �i�) (5)~̂pn and M are the momentum operator and the mass of the neutron, and Ĥ�is the Hamiltonian of the �-th nuleus inluding the oupling of the protons



1764 K. Dietrihto the radiation �eld ~̂AĤ�(A) = AXi=1 264�~̂p i� � e0 ~̂A(~x i�)�22M �̂p(�i�) + ~̂p i2�2M �̂n(�i�)375+Xi<j v(~x i� � ~x j�; �i�; �i�; �j�; �j�) + Xi;j=1;:::;Ai<j e20j~x i� � ~x j�j �̂p(�i�)�̂p(�j�) : (6)In Eq. (6), �̂p and �̂n are projetion operators on protons and neutrons,respetively. The nulear interation between nuleons in di�erent nuleiof the lattie is left away beause it is negligible at normal densities of arystal.The last term Ĥlatt(~R1; : : : ; ~RN ) in Eq. (4) represents the Hamiltonian ofthe lattie vibrations, whih onsists of the kineti energy of the nulear massentres and the Coulomb interation W (~R1; : : : ; ~RN ) between the atoms1.Ĥlatt = NX�=1 ~̂P 2�2Ma +W (~R1; : : : ; ~RN ) : (7)In Eq. (7), ~̂P� = ~i ~r~R� is the momentum operator onjugate to the massenter ~R�, and Ma is the mass of a rystal atom. The potential energyW (~R1; : : : ; ~RN ) of the ions has its minima at ~R� = ~R0�. In the simplestapproximation, one expands W (~R� : : : ~RN ) around W (~R01; : : : ; ~R0N ) up toquadrati order. We use this �harmoni approximation� in what follows.In Eqs (8) to (19), we present the introdution of phonon reation andannihilation operators in the simple ase of a �linear hain�. The generalase of a rystal ontaining several di�erent atoms in a unit ell is treatedextensively in the literature, for example in the referenes [?,?,?℄.The linear hain onsisting of one type of atoms is obtained by putting~R0� = n~a = na~ex ; (8)where ~a is a vetor in the diretion of the linear hain with a length equal tothe distane between neighbouring equilibrium positions of the lattie, andn = 0; 1; 2; : : : are positive integers or 0. The vetor ~ex is the unit vetor inthe diretion of ~a.The deviation of atom � from its equilibrium position~u� := ~R� � ~R0� (9)1 We identify the harge entres with the mass entres of the atoms throughout thispaper.



Coherent Prodution of Compound Nulear : : : 1765beomes simply ~u� = (R� �R0�)~ex = (R� � na)~ex : (10)Assuming that the interation ats only between nearest neighbours, theHamiltonian Ĥlatt of the lattie assumes the formĤlatt = NXl=1 p̂2l2Ma + f2 N�1Xl=1 (ûl+1 � ûl)2 + 12f (ûN � û1)2 ; (11)where the parameter f is the spring onstant and where yli boundaryonditions ûl+N = ûl (12)are postulated.It turns out that the solutions ûn; p̂n an be written in the form [?℄ûl = R̂CM +r ~2MaN X0q 1p!q �b̂q eiqla + b̂yqe�iqla� ; (13)p̂l = 1N P̂CM � ir~Ma2N X0qp!q �b̂q eiqla � b̂yq e�iqla� ; (14)where the entre of mass variable R̂CM and its onjugate momentum P̂CMare de�ned by R̂CM := 1N NXn=1 ûn ; (15)P̂CM := NXn=1 p̂n (16)and where b̂q and b̂yq are annihilation and reation operators for phonons ofenergy ~!q = 2~!q ���sin qa2 ��� (17)satisfying Bose ommutation relations.The parameter q is de�ned to beq = 2�N a� ; (18)



1766 K. Dietrihwhere2 � are N onseutive non-zero integers varying between �12(N � 1)and +12(N � 1). The prime 0 in Eqs (13), (14) means that q = 0 is to beomitted.Introduing (13) and (14) into (11), we �nd that Ĥlatt beomes a sum ofharmoni osillators plus a kineti energy of the mass entre:Ĥlatt = P̂ 2CM2MaN +X0q ~!q �b̂yq b̂q + 12� : (19)For extended systems (N ! 1) at rest in the laboratory frame one mayleave away R̂CM and P̂CMN in Eqs (13) and (14), the CM energy P̂ 2CM2NMa inEq. (19) and the primes in the summations over q (see Ref. [?℄).In the general ase of a 3-dimensional lattie, the harmoni Hamiltonianof a lattie with one atom in a unit ell reads [?℄Ĥlatt =X~q ~!(~q)�b̂y~q b̂~q + 12� ; (20)where, in generalization of Eq. (18), the wave vetor ~q of the phonon assumesall the values satisfying the ondition~q (N1~a1 +N2~a2 +N3~a3) = 2� integer : (21)Here, the vetors ~a1;2;3 de�ne the primitive unit ell and N1;2;3 are the num-ber of unit ells in the diretions given by ~a1;2;3.Let us now ome to the oupling of the inoming neutron to the phononsand to the nuleons in the lattie nulei:Ĥn�ryst := NX�=1 Û�(~x� ~R�) (22)with Û�(~x� ~R�) := AXi=1 v(~x� ~x i0� � ~R�) : (23)It provides the oupling of the additional neutron with the phonons of thelattie and, at the same time, with the nuleoni degrees of the nulei. InEq. (23) and, heneforward, we leave away the spin and isospin variables.We draw attention to the fat that the interation Û� de�ned in (23)depends on the lattie loation � only through the variable ~R� of the massenter, whereas its funtional dependene is the same for all the �.2 Here, we assume N to be odd. As N is of the order 1023, the limits are also valid foreven N .



Coherent Prodution of Compound Nulear : : : 1767Using (9) we have Û� = Û(~x� ~R0� � ~̂u�) : (24)Typial disloations ~̂u� are in general not small ompared to the nulearradius and, therefore, ontrary to the ase of the eletron-phonon oupling( [?, ?℄), the linear approximationÛ(~x� ~R0� � ~u�) � Û(~x� ~R0�)� (~ryÛ(~y))~x�~R0� ~u� (25)may be oasionally insu�ient.At the same time, the so-alled �adiabati approximation�, i.e. the as-sumption that the veloity of lattie ions is muh smaller than the veloity ofthe neutron, is no longer true for very old neutrons. The veloity of a neu-tron with kineti energy 1 meV (0,1 meV) is 4; 2�1012 Å/s (1; 3�1012 Å/s)and the mean veloity of a 238U-ion in a rystal of kBT = 1 meV (kBT =0; 1 meV) is 0; 35 � 1012 Å/s (0; 1 � 1012 Å/s). For an 16O-ion the meanveloity at kBT = 1 meV (0,1 meV) is 1; 3 � 1012 Å/s (0; 4 � 1012 Å/s).This means that the absorption of a old neutron by formation of aompound nuleus embedded in a rystal may also our together with thereation of more than one phonon (see Ref. [?℄), whih orresponds to higherorder terms in Eq. (25).The Hamiltonian Ĥ� of the �-th nuleus may be deomposed into theoupling Ĥp� of the protons to the radiation �eld ~̂A and the remainder Ĥ(0)� :Ĥ� � Ĥ(0)� + Ĥp� ; (26)Ĥ(0)� (A) = AXi=1 ~̂p i�22M + Xi;j=1:::A v(~x i� � ~x j�; �i�; �i�; �j�; �j�)+ Xi;j=1:::Ai<j e20j~x j� � ~x i�j �̂p(�i�)�̂p(�j�) ; (27)Ĥp� = � e02M AXi=1 n~̂p i�; ~̂A(~x i�)o �̂p(�i�) ; (28)where ~̂p i� = ~i ~r~x i� ,M = nuleon mass, e0 = elementary harge. The photon-nuleus oupling Ĥp� leads to the deay of the ompound nuleus formed inthe viinity of lattie position ~R0� by emission of a photon.We are speially interested in a n-apture proess where only 1 phononis emitted, i.e. we want to onsider the ross-setion for the reationn+ fN (N;Z)g = f(N � 1)(N;Z) + (N + 1; Z)resg+ phonon ; (29)



1768 K. Dietrihf(N �1)(N;Z)+(N +1; Z)resg ! f(N �1)(N;Z)+(N +1; Z)fg+photon :(30)Here, we denote the state of the rystal of N atoms by fg, the ompoundnuleus at an energy lose to the neutron threshold by (N + 1; Z)res andthe (supposedly long-lived) �nal state of this nuleus after the -emissionby (N + 1; Z)f .We assume one nulear ompound resonane (N +1; Z)res of small totalwidth � (� . 1meV) to be so lose to the n-threshold that an inoming oldneutron an be absorbed by the rystal of N (N;Z) nulei by emission of aphonon (see Eq. (29)).Of ourse, the ompound nuleus (N+1; Z)res an be loated anywhere inthe rystal. We assume that it deays by emission of a photon (see Eq. (28))to a long-lived �nal state (N + 1; Z)f .A vibrational state of the rystal is de�ned by the set fn~qg of oupationnumbers of all the possible phonon quasi-momenta ~q. We denote the initialstate of the lattie by jfn(i)~q gi and the �nal one by jfn(f)~q gi. We onsiderthe ase that the inoming old neutron is aptured by the emission of onephonon of given wave-vetor ~q0. Thus the �nal and initial phonon oupationnumbers are related to eah other byn(f)~q = n(i)~q (1� Æ~q~q0) + (n(i)~q0 + 1)Æ~q~q0 ; (31)where the Kroneker symbol Æ~q~q0 is 1 for ~q = ~q0 and otherwise zero.The initial state of the system is denoted byjii � ��� nn(i)~q o ; NYÆ=1	(N;Z; ~RÆ);~knmsE ; (32)where 	(N;Z; ~RÆ) is the groundstate of the (N;Z)-nuleus with mass entreat ~RÆ, ~kn is the wave-vetor of the inoming neutron, and ms the magnetispin quantum number of the neutron3.The intermediate states of the system are haraterized by the �nalphonon oupation numbers fnf~qg, the quantum numbers � and the energyE�� of the ompound nuleus (N + 1; Z) and the label � whih tells us thatthe mass entre ~R� of the ompound nuleus (N +1; Z) is distributed in theviinity of the lattie site ~R0�. We denote these states byjR�i � ��� nn(f)~q o ; YÆ0=1;:::;NÆ0 6=� 	(N;Z; ~RÆ0)	�(N + 1; Z; ~R�)E : (33)3 The plane waves of the neutron and of the emitted photon are normalized to 1 in thee�etive volume L3 of the rystal: L�3=2 exp[i~kn~x℄ and L�3=2 exp[i~k~x℄



Coherent Prodution of Compound Nulear : : : 1769Here, 	�(N + 1; Z; ~R�) is an exited state of the nuleus (N + 1; Z) withmass entre ~R�.All the N states (33) are energetially degenerate. 	(N;Z; ~RÆ) is thegroundstate of the Hamiltonian ĤÆ(A) and 	�(N+1; Z; ~R�) an exited stateof the Hamiltonian ĤÆ(A+ 1) given by Eq. (6) with the nuleon number Areplaed by (A+ 1).The �nal states of the system are haraterized by a -quantum of wave-vetor ~k and polarization E , an exited (N+1; Z)-nuleus with mass entreposition ~R� spei�ed by the quantum number � and the exitation energyE�f . All the states di�ering by the loation of the exited (N+1; Z)-nuleusin the lattie are again degenerate. We denote the �nal states byjfi � ��� nn(f)~q o NYÆ0=1Æ0 6=�	(N;Z; ~RÆ0)	�(N + 1; Z; ~R�); ~k"E : (34)The reation amplitude has the form of a sum of Breit�Wigner terms,eah term orresponding to a spei� loation of the (N + 1; Z) nuleus inthe lattie and all terms with the same denominator:hf jT̂ jii = NX�=1 � 1=2f;R�� 1=2R�;i(E �E� � ~!~q0)� i2�� : (35)Here, E is the total energy of the system, E� is the energy of the systemat resonane apart from the energy ~!~q0 of the phonon, and �� is the totalwidth of the resonane4. The energies E and E� an be deomposed asfollows E = En +N E(N;Z) +W (~R1; : : : ; ~RN ) ; (36)E� = E��(N + 1; Z) + (N � 1)E(N;Z) +W (~R1; : : : ; ~RN ) : (37)Here, E(N;Z) is the groundstate energy of the nuleus (N;Z); E��(N+1; Z)is the energy of the ompound nuleus (N + 1; Z)�; En & 0 is the kinetienergy of the inoming neutron, and W is the eletromagneti potential en-ergy of the rystal onsisting of N atoms. Introduing the threshold energyEth for emission of a neutron from the nuleus (N +1; Z) (=�Ablösearbeit�)Eth := E(N;Z)�E(N + 1; Z) (38)4 We use the laboratory referene frame where the rystal is initially at rest. Conse-quently, by the absorption of the neutron, the mass entre of the rystal aquires areoil momentum ~P � whih is related to a wave vetor ~K� of the reiproal lattieby ~P � = �~ ~K� (see for instane Ref. [?℄). The reoil energy ~P �2=2Mryst turns outto be extremely small beause of the large mass of the rystal Mryst = NMatom andis, therefore, left away in the denominator of Eq. (35).



1770 K. Dietrihwe may write E��(N + 1; Z) in the formE��(N + 1; Z) = E(N + 1; Z) +Ethr ��E� ; (39)where �E� > 0 is the energy distane of the ompound nulear resonanefrom the neutron threshold of the (N + 1; Z) nuleus. Using (36)�(39), theenergy di�erene (E �E�) an be written in the formE �E� = En +�E� : (40)In Eqs (36), (37), we negleted the tiny in�uene upon the eletromagnetienergy W whih is produed by replaing one of the N nulei (N;Z) of therystal by a nuleus (N + 1; Z). This approximation and the neglet of thereoil energy of the total mass entre (see footnote) are the reasons whythe lattie dynamis enters the denominator of Eq. (35) only through thephonon energy ~!~q0 .The quantities �R�;i and �f;R� in the numerator of (35) represent thepartial widths for the formation of the intermediate states jR�i of the systemfrom the entrane hannel and for the deay of the intermediate states byemission of a -quantum. Assuming that these widths an be alulated byperturbation theory, they are given by�R�;i = Dnn(f)~q o ; YÆ0=1:::NÆ0 6=� 	(N;Z; ~RÆ0)	�(N + 1; Z; ~R�)���Û(~x� ~R�)���nn(i)~q o;YÆ=1:::N 	(N;Z; ~RÆ);~knmsE (41)and by�f;R�=Dnn(f)~q o ; YÆ00=1:::NÆ00 6=� 	(N;Z; ~RÆ00)	�(N + 1; Z; ~R�);~k"���Ĥp� ��� nn(f)~q o ;YÆ0=1:::NÆ0 6=� 	(N;Z; ~RÆ0)	�(N + 1; Z; ~R�)E : (42)Let us now study these matrix elements in more detail:The eigenstate 	�(N+1; Z; ~R�) is a normalized eigenstate with eigenen-ergy E�� of the Hamiltonian Ĥ(0)� (see (27)) where the nuleon number A isreplaed by (A+ 1) due to the fat that the number of neutrons is (N + 1)instead of N , whereas 	(N;Z; ~R�) is the groundstate of Ĥ(0)� (A) as de�nedin (27).



Coherent Prodution of Compound Nulear : : : 1771The quantum numbers � speifying the ompound nulear state ontainthe angular momentum jres and its projetion mres. If the absorbing nuleusis an even-even nuleus with angular momentum 0, the ompound nuleushas the angular momentum j� = 1=2 and the magneti quantum numberm� = ms of the absorbed old neutron. If the absorbing nuleus is anodd or odd�odd nuleus with a �nite angular momentum j0, the angularmomentum j� of the ompound nuleus may have the values (j0 � 1=2) andorresponding values of the magneti quantum number.The spetrum of phonon wave vetors ~q whih is determined by the peri-odi boundary onditions of Eq. (21), must be ut o� at an upper frequenylimit whih is reasonably hosen in suh a way that the number of wavenumbers agrees with 3N where N is the number of rystal atoms.The total width �� of the intermediate states is the sum of the partialdeay widths. Intermediate states whih di�er only by the loation of theompound nuleus in the lattie have the same total width as subsumed inEq. (35). The dominant deay widths are provided by -deay and possiblynulear �ssion.We note that nulear wave funtions loalized around di�erent lattiesites are pratially orthogonal beause the lattie onstants a1;2;3 exeedthe nulear radius by a fator of 104:h	(N;Z; ~R�)j	(N;Z; ~R�0)i � Æ��0 : (43)Up to a fator (see for instane Ref. [?℄), the transition probability per timeunit W (�;~k ; " ; ~q0;~knms) is given by the absolute square of the reationamplitude de�ned in Eq. (35):Wfi(�;~k ; " ; ~q0;~knms) = � �~ML3kn� PN�;�0=1 � 1=2f;R�� 1=2R�;i(� 1=2f;R�0)�(� 1=2R�0;i)�(E �E� � ~!~q0)2 + 14� 2� :(44)When evaluating the partial widths �R�;i and �f;R� (see (41), (42)) theintegrations over the nuleoni variables of the nulei 	(N;Z; ~RÆ) are trivialbeause of the orthonormality (43). In addition, it is easily seen that thematrix elements (41) and (42) fatorize as follows�R�;i = Dnn(f)~q o��� ei~kn ~R� ���nn(i)~q oE h	�(N + 1; Z)jÛ j	(N;Z); ~knmsi ; (45)�f;R� = Dnn(f)~q o��� e�i~k ~R� ���nn(f)~q oE h	�(N + 1; Z)~k" jĤp j	�(N + 1; Z)i:(46)Here, the notation of the seond fators implies that they do not depend onthe label � of the lattie site beause ~R� ours only in the de�nition of theintrinsi variables ~x i0� = ~x i� � ~R�, whih are integrated over.



1772 K. DietrihTaking over the notation of Ref. [?℄, we denote these fators byMomp(~kn;ms) := h	�(N + 1; Z)jÛ j	(N;Z); ~knmsi ; (47)Mrad(~k ; " ; �; �) := h	�(N + 1; Z)~k" jĤp j	�(N + 1; Z)i: (48)Our oupation numbers fn(i)~q g and fn(f)~q g di�er only by one spei� ou-pation number n(f)~q0 = n(i)~q0 + 1.It should, however, be noted that the operators ei~kn~u� and e�i~k~u� havealso non-vanishing matrix elements between states of the lattie whih di�erby more than 1 phonon. If one were to take suh multiple phonon proessesinto aount, one would have to sum in Eq. (35) not only over the lattiesites � but also over the phonon oupation patterns fn~qg whih may ouras intermediate states. We note that this was done in Ref. [?℄ whih is thework this paper is based on, but with the result that one phonon reationand annihilation proesses do give the most important ontribution.On the other hand, in Ref. [?℄, W. Lamb did not inlude a summationover all the lattie sites � in (35) arguing that the neutron is absorbed by onede�nite nuleus � of the lattie and that the resulting absorption probabilitydid not depend on whih one.In what follows we shall see under whih onditions our more generaltreatment yields the result of Ref. [?℄: Substituting (45)�(47) into (44) andaveraging at the same time over initial phonon oupation patterns with aweight funtion w(fn(i)~q g) we obtain the average transition probability WW (�;~k ; " ; ~q0;~knms) = � �~ML3kn�� 1[(E �E� � ~!~q0)2 + 1=4� 2� ℄ Xfni~qgw �nn(i)~q o��8>><>>: X�=1:::N j�f;R�j j�R�;ij+ X�;�0=1:::N�6=�0 � 1=2f;R�� 1=2�f;R�0� 1=2R�;i� 1=2�R�0 ;i9>>=>>; : (49)We all the term with � = �0 the �inoherent� and the term with � 6= �0 the�oherent� ontribution.Introduing the disloations ~u� (see Eq. (9)), the phonon matrix-ele-ments an be writtenDnn(f)~q o ���ei~kn ~R���� nn(i)~q oE = ei~kn ~R0� Dnn(f)~q o ���ei~kn~u���� nn(i)~q oE ; (50)



Coherent Prodution of Compound Nulear : : : 1773Dnn(f)~q o ���e�i~k ~R���� nn(f)~q oE = e�i~k ~R0� Dnn(f)~q o ���e�i~k~u���� nn(f)~q oE : (51)Matrix-elements of the type hfn(1)~q gjei ~Q~u� jfn(2)~q i where fn(1)~q g; fn(2)~q g are twoarbitrary oupation patterns of phonons and ~Q is some wave vetor an beevaluated in losed form (see for instane Ref. [?℄, hapt. 8 and also Ref. [?℄).In the oherent part of the transition probability W , the main depen-dene on the lattie sites is produed by the fators ei(~kn�~k)(~R0��~R0�0). Sub-stantial oherene e�ets from reations ouring at di�erent lattie sites anonly arise if, for a large number of terms � 6= �0, the exponent (~kn�~k)(~R0��~R0�0) varies slowly as a funtion of the momentum di�erene (~pn� ~p). Thisis the ase when both the momenta ~pn = ~~kn and ~p = ~~k orrespond to deBroglie wavelengths �n and � whih are of the order of the lattie spaingor larger. This is the ase for neutron energies En < 0.1 meV and for -deayenergies p &< 10 keV. As the deaying ompound nulear resonane hasan energy of (5�8) MeV, rapid -deays in the MeV range, for whih thereis no oherent ontribution, dominate the deay. Of ourse, the density oflevels at an exitation energy of (5�8) MeV is so large that there are many-deay hannels with p . 10 keV. Unfortunately, the transition strengthof suh low-energy transitions is very tiny.In the usual ase where only the inoherent part of (49) need be onsid-ered, the ontributions j�f;R�j j�R�;ij depend weakly on � whih brings usbak to the ase treated in Ref. [?℄:j�f;R�j j�R�;ij = jMomp(~kn;ms)j jMrad(~k ; " ; �; �)j����Dnn(f)~q oo���e�i~k~u����nn(f)~q E������Dnn(f)~q o���ei~kn~u����nn(i)~q oE��� : (52)If the rystal is at a temperature T , the weight fators w(fn(i)~q g) are givenby the Boltzmann fatorw �nn(i)~q o� = exp ��E(fn(i)~q g)kBT �Z ; (53)where Z is the partition funtion.Apart from the matrix elements Momp and Mrad, the ross setion maybe evaluated in losed form. The alulation proeeds in a similar way asfor inelasti neutron sattering (see Ref. [?℄, hapt. 8.4) and similarly to theone in Ref. [?℄. There, a summation over the �nal -deays and over thephonon oupation patterns has been performed whih exludes a oherentdistribution altogether.



1774 K. Dietrih3. DisussionThe present paper di�ers from the basi work of Ref. [?℄ in two respets:The �nal states are not summed over and we assume that one spei� phononis emitted instead of many. Consequently, a oherent ontribution to thetransition rate appears whih vanishes in Ref. [?℄. As we have pointed out,interferenes from deays of the oherently produed ompound nulear res-onanes an in priniple be observed, but only under rather exeptionalonditions. One of these onditions is, of ourse, that at least one sort ofthe nulei in the rystal exhibit a ompound nulear resonane at an energy�E� below the neutron threshold Ethr with �E� in the range of phononenergies. This is a fortunate aident, whih is, however, not impossible inthe ase of atinide nulei.One may envisage still another aspet of the system investigated:Let us suppose that the weights w(fn(i)~q g) are not simply given by theBoltzmann fator but that they are spei�ally high for an interval of phononenergies around ~!(~q0), and of phonon wave vetors ~q lose to ~q0. Thiswould mean that the phonon whih is emitted in the apture proess isalready present in the initial state of the rystal with a high oupationnumber n(i)~q0 � 1. In our ase, i.e. for the oupation pattern de�ned inEq. (31), the matrix-element hfn(f)~q gjei~kn~u� jfn(i)~q gi turns out to be propor-tional to qn(i)~q0 . Thus, the probability of apture of the neutron into theresonant state 	�(N +1; Z) by emission of a phonon would be enhaned bythe fator n(i)~q0 .Unfortunately, it is di�ult to judge whether it is experimentally pos-sible to produe a non-thermal initial oupation pattern. Negleting thereoil of the entire rystal, the onservation of energy (up to width ��) andmomentum En +�E� = ~!~q ; (54)~~kn = ~~q0 (55)tell us that the emitted phonon would have to be an optial phonon. In thease of En = 1 meV (10 meV) one has kn = 0; 476Å�1 (1; 5Å�1). A typialphonon energy would be ~!~q0 = 50meV. Optial phonons an in priniple beprodued by free eletron lasers in materials with a su�iently large dipolepolarizability. Perhaps uranium oxyde would be suh a material.Due to phonon�phonon interations, whih ome about by 3rd and 4th or-der terms in the expansion ofW (~R1 : : : ~RN ), the optial phonons deay withan average lifetime of 10�12 s. This lifetime would still be larger by a fatorof 10 to 100 than the lifetime of a ompound resonane of a heavy atinide



Coherent Prodution of Compound Nulear : : : 1775nuleus [8℄. Thus it is permissible to alulate the transition-probabilityassuming a stationary initial phonon population as we have done.Assuming that a large absorption rate an be experimentally ahievedand that the ompound resonane may deay with a not too unfavourablebranhing ratio into a long-lived nulear isomer, one an dream to use theapture of old neutrons as a pumping mehanism:At high �ux reators, a �ux jold n of old neutrons of the order of(1�5) � 1014[ nm2s ℄ an be reahed. If the beam impinges perpendiularlyupon a surfae �F of the rystal and if the length of the rystal in the di-retion of the inoming neutrons is L, the average number of old neutronsin the e�etive volume of the rystal is given by fjold n�F Lvn g where vn isthe veloity of the neutron. The produtN� = jold n�F L Wvn (56)represents the number of �nal nulei produed per time unit by a spei�(n; ) reation. W is the transition probability (49). At modern high�ux reators, one an attain old neutron �ux densities jold n of about3 � 1014[1=m2s℄ for En < 10 meV, 6 � 1013[1m2s℄ for En < 1 meV, and1; 2 � 1013[1=m2s℄ for En < 0; 1 meV.This paper, whih I dediate to Adam Sobizewski on the oasion ofhis 70th birthday, involves knowledge from �elds of researh where I amnot an expert. I am partiularly grateful to all the olleagues who havesari�ed time to instrut me, espeially Gilbert Belier (Centre d'Etudesde Bruyères), and Franz von Feilitzsh, Joahim Hartmann and Peter Vogl(Physis Department of the TUM).REFERENCES[1℄ L. van Hove, Phys. Rev. 95, 249 (1954).[2℄ R.J. Glauber, Phys. Rev. 98, 1092 (1955).[3℄ E. Fermi, Riera Si. 7, 13 (1936).[4℄ Willis E. Lamb, Jr., Phys. Rev. 55, 190 (1939).[5℄ Phonons and Phonon Interations, Aarhus Summer Shool Letures 1963, ed.:Thor A. Bak, W.A. Benjamin In., 1946, p. 679.[6℄ Baldassare di Bartolo, Rihard C. Powell, Phonons and Resonanes in Solids,John Wiley, 1976.[7℄ Ch. Weiÿmantel, C. Hamann, Grundlagen der Festkörperphysik, Springer-Verlag 1979.[8℄ A. Bohr, B. Mottelson, Nulear Struture, Vol. I, W.A. Benjamin In. 1969.[9℄ Ta-You Wu, Takashi Ohmura, Quantum Theory of Sattering, Prentie HallIn. 1962.


